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The Evolution of Discovery Management Technology – Analog to 
Digital & Beyond 
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Discovery document management entered the computer age about 50 years ago, with some historians 
tracking it back to a single litigation fought between two giants of the “big machine” computing era.  From 
those now obscure origins, it first passed through the heyday of the “coding project,” designed to harness 
computer power to vast paper document repositories, using mainframe retrieval systems whose names are 
all but lost to time.  The 90s were a fitful period as the industry struggled to adapt to the digitizing of those 
paper collections – complicated throughout by internecine “format battles.”  The new millennium brought 
yet another sea change, as it gave way to the electronic discovery landscape that has dominated the 
technology, the challenges, and the opportunities (Artificial Intelligence, take a bow) for nearly the last 
two decades.  And all through that, one curious element has survived:  the humble Bates Number.

Learning Objectives:
• Understanding how evolution has landed us where we are; what has changed and what remains

    the same in order to bridge the procedural gap between senior and more tech-savvy litigators.
• Predicting what’s next to create a strategy for E-discovery in your firm
• Adjusting for the impacts on litigation (and law firm) management

Christopher Hansen is the Director of Electronic Discovery & Litigation Support at Marshall Dennehey 
Warner Coleman & Goggin.   Through a range of roles that have crossed consulting firms, litigation 
support providers, and four law firms ranging from 500 to 1,800 attorneys in size, he brings 35 years of 
discovery technology experience to the subject of this session.

This course is eligible for 1.5 credit hours in the following areas:

 CLM app: Information Technology
 CLM Functional Area: Operations Management
 Recertification area: Operations Management



Our sponsor for this event is:

~GUESTS ARE WELCOME~
Please RSVP on or before June 11, 2021   at our website CLICK HERE. If you have questions, please call Joanne 
DiFrancesco at (610) 275-0700.  Zoom information will be sent to you by email on June 11, 2021.


